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CA application for leave to appeal before Morritt LJ; Sir Christopher Staughton. 31st July 1998 

LORD JUSTICE MORRITT: Sir Christopher Staughton will give the first judgment.  

SIR CHRISTOPHER STAUGHTON:  

1. Mr Johnson applies today for leave to appeal against two orders of Timothy Walker J and also for an interim 
injunction until the appeals can be heard. It seems to me that it is very questionable whether leave to appeal is 
needed, but what is certainly needed if leave to appeal is granted, as far as we have been told, is that we 
should consider the interim situation.  

2. The dispute is between on the one hand Major Shipping Company Ltd, the owners of a vessel called the St 
Michaelis, who were the applicants in the Commercial Court and are appellants here, together with Rudolph A 
Oetker, the time charterer of the St Michaelis, who was the second applicant and is now the second appellant. In 
the other corner are Cosco Feoso, a Singapore company, the respondents to the applications and in the appeals. 
They were the voyage charterers of the St Michaelis for carriage of fuel oil from Singapore to a port in south 
China. It would seem likely that they became the owners of the cargo. The voyage charter party provided for 
English law and, I think, arbitration.  

3. The facts of the case seem rather unusual and one might be forgiven for supposing that they are fictitious and 
designed by the Registrar of Civil Appeals to make sure that the judges of this court did not get away too early 
on the last day of term.  

4. The cargo of fuel oil was loaded at Singapore. Some of it, was later discharged at Singapore, although some of 
it reached Hong Kong. There is a complaint that it was contaminated. Proceedings were promptly brought in 
Singapore by Cosco against the owners and the time charterer; and the vessel was arrested. Security was 
obtained in the form of a P & I Club guarantee. The action in Singapore is brought, we are told, upon the first set 
of bills of lading, of which more in a moment.  

5. The remedy sought in this country by the owners and the time charterer is that the voyage charterer should be 
restrained by injunction from continuing to prosecute the proceedings in Singapore on one or other of two 
grounds, the first being that there is an arbitration clause between the parties and that the dispute should go to 
arbitration. The second is that one of the bills of lading contains a clause providing for English jurisdiction and on 
that ground the action should be restrained in favour of proceedings here.  

6. There were, as I have already indicated, two sets of bills of lading. The cargo was loaded at two separate 
terminals in Singapore from two separate shippers. The first set of bills of lading contained one dated 10th 
February 1998 and one dated 11th February 1998. One has been called the Shell bill of lading and that 
provided for English jurisdiction. It is not said to contain an English arbitration clause. The second of the first set of 
bills of lading was the Oil Tanking bill, which did not contain an English jurisdiction clause or an arbitration clause.  

7. Then it seems that Cosco requested that a new set of bills of lading be provided, dividing the cargo into three 
parcels rather than two; and that the owners and or the time charterer agreed to that proposal. A second set of 
bills of lading was issued. They were all dated 11th February 1998. They incorporated the terms of the voyage 
charter, and including a clause providing for arbitration in London and English law.  

8. The major questions raised in these proceedings is whether any claim has to be presented in arbitration by 
reference to the second set of bills of lading, or whether Cosco have a right to proceed on the first set of bills of 
lading, not by way of arbitration, and in Singapore rather than here. Timothy Walker J last Monday dismissed an 
application for an injunction based on the arbitration clause in the second set of bills of lading. He gave in 
essence two reasons for doing so. The first was that it would be necessary to have oral evidence in order to 
determine whether the second set of bills of lading became in one way or another the contract governing 
relations of the parties. He regarded it as possibly material whether Cosco had noticed that there was a 
difference between the two sets of bills of lading. The judge's second reason was, in terms, that there was no 
good reason why the courts of Singapore should not decide whether this was an arbitral matter.  

9. There was then a second application before the judge, made at 4 o'clock on a Monday evening and described as 
ex parte , in which it was argued, in the alternative for the owners and the time charterer, that if the first set of 
bills of lading governed their relations, then one at least of them provided for English jurisdiction and therefore 
the Singapore proceedings should not continue in respect of either of them, because it was just and convenient 
that the dispute as to both parcels of cargo should be decided in the same place.  

10. The judge rejected that application, apparently on the ground that it should not have been brought on after the 
first application. There was then a discussion as to whether there should be leave to appeal and the judge said 
that, if it was required, he refused it in relation to both applications. He did, however, grant a temporary 
extension of the injunction which had previously existed, having been granted ex parte by Clark J, until 4.00 pm 
today, the last day of term. Judges of first instance are, of course, always considerate to those of us who sit in this 
court, and that was an example of consideration on that occasion.  

11. Today we have not felt able to decide the substantive issue, if indeed it can be called substantive, as to whether 
Cosco should be allowed to continue prosecuting their proceedings in Singapore. We only feel able to decide 
today whether there should be leave to appeal if it is needed and an interim injunction.  
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12. On the first appeal it does seem to me that the owners and the time charterer have a fairly arguable case that 
the second set of bills of lading superseded the first. I might even put it higher than that; but it would be quite 
wrong for any view that I express today to be allowed to influence a judge on any future occasion. What 
happened was that before the cargo was discharged there was a letter of indemnity given by Cosco to the 
shipowners and the time charterer, undertaking to indemnify them for any liability arising from delivery of the 
cargo without production of the bills of lading. That document expressly referred to the second set of bills of 
lading; and it appears that that set was and had been, possibly for some time, then in possession of Cosco.  

13. If there had not already by that time been an implied variation of the contract by substituting the second set of 
bills of lading for the first, it seems to me very arguable that it happened on that occasion when discharge was 
obtained in consideration of the letter of indemnity. We were referred to the case of Grant v Liverpool [1924] 1 
KB 575, and to Ilyssia Compania and Naviera SA v Bamaodah [1985] Lloyd's Rep. 107. Those authorities deal with 
the situation commonly pleaded, but not always established by evidence, that delivery of the cargo on production 
of bills of lading can be taken to be an implied contract in the terms of those bills of lading. It is arguable that the 
same should be the case where a letter of indemnity is granted instead of production of the bills of lading.  

14. I would take the view that the first appeal is fairly arguable. The same seems to me to be true of the second 
appeal. One of the bills of lading in the first set provided for English jurisdiction. That of course still raises a 
question of discretion as to whether proceedings ought nevertheless to continue in Singapore. But there is prima 
facie a view that people who agree to such terms should comply with them.  

15. The other bill of lading in the first set had nothing about where proceedings should take place. That again raises 
a question of discretion, as to whether in order to make sure that both parcels of cargo are dealt with in the same 
country and the same jurisdiction, Cosco should be restrained from proceeding on that bill of lading as well in 
Singapore. It is surely undesirable to have two separate actions about two separate parcels of cargo on the same 
voyage suffering the same misfortune. I would say that the second appeal is fairly arguable also.  

16. Then the question arises whether we should leave it to the courts of Singapore to decide this matter. The 
arbitration agreement, after all, is governed by English law and provides for arbitration here. I do not doubt for 
one moment that the courts of Singapore are as well able to determine whether the second set of bills of lading 
have become the operative contract. But so are we. Indeed, not only are we discouraged in these courts from 
commenting on the relative merits of courts in other jurisdictions, but I would be the last to do so as anyone who 
has observed the Law Reports in yesterday's Times in relation to the HERCEG NOVI would, I hope, agree.  

17. Nevertheless, it seems to me a matter which can properly be raised on appeal in these proceedings, and that 
leave to appeal ought to be given. That being so, and in order that the appeal should not become futile in case 
there should be, for example, judgment in default entered in Singapore, I would be prepared to grant an interim 
injunction in the same terms as Clark J did for the time being. I consider that application should be made to the 
Registrar for an early hearing of the appeal. If it were to come on in the Michaelmas term, that should not be 
regarded as causing any undue delay in these proceedings.  

18. I would allow the two applications for those reasons.  

LORD JUSTICE MORRITT: I agree.  

ORDER: Applications granted. Interim injunction pending hearing of appeal continued. 7 days to serve the Notice of 
Appeal. Costs of the applications to be costs in the appeal. (Order not part of approved judgment)  
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MR C HOLLANDER (Instructed by Messrs Clyde & Co., Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4HA) appeared on behalf of the Respondent  


